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Large Eddy Simulations of Smoke Movement 

Kevin B. McGrattan, Ph.D. Howard R. Baum, Ph.D. Ronald G. Rehm, Ph.D. 

ABSTRACT 

This paper describes a methodology for simulating the 
transport of smoke and hot gases in buildings. The approach 
is based on the use of efficient CFD techniques and high
peiformance computers to solve a form of the Navier-Stokes 
equations specialized to the smoke movement problem. The fire 
is prescribed in a manner consistent with a mixture fraction
based approach to combustion, but the combustion phenom
ena themselves are not simulated. The mixing and transport of 
smoke and hot gases are calculated directly from an approx
imate form of the Navier-Stokes equations. The computations 
are three-dimensional and time-dependent and are limited 
only by the spatial resolution of the underlying grid. Due to the 
efficiency of the algorithm, calculations employing over a 
million computational cells are routinely peiformed on work
stations. Convective motion is resolved down to scales one
hundredth the size of the characteristic length of the enclosure. 
For residential rooms or hotel units, this corresponds to 3-5 
centimeter resolution, and for industrial applications, 10-20 
centimeters. Fire-related phenomena such as radiative heat 
transfer, flame spread, and sprinkler spray dynamics have 
been added to the model, enabling simulations of large-scale 

fire experiments. Examples of how the model is used in this 
regard are presented. 

INTRODUCTION 

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is starting to 
become more commonly used by the fire research community 
to study the transport of combustion products from fires. The 
advantage of these techniques over traditional lumped param
eter models is that they provide much finer spatial and tempo
ral resolution and allow for the study of more detailed physical 

phenomena such as sprinkler sprays and flame spread. The 
role of CFD in fire research is not necessarily to replace exper
imentation altogether but rather to serve as a tool for planning 
and analysis. Most large research projects these days have 
both an experimental and computational component. Compu
tations can be performed before the experiments to aid in their 
design and afterward to analyze results and bring to light 
phenomena that may be difficult to capture with single-point 
measurements. 

The fluid flow simulation techniques described in this 
paper emphasize high spatial and temporal resolution and 
have been designed specifically to address the fire problem. 
The finite-difference model is often referred to as a large eddy 
simulation (LES). The use of the term "large eddy simulation" 
refers to the idea that the convective fluid motion should be 
simulated at the finest length and time scales allowed by a 
given computational grid. Much effort has been devoted to 
making the numerical code efficient, and calculations involv
ing more than one million computational cells are routinely 
performed on modestly priced workstations. The spatial and 
temporal resolution afforded by such dense grids is absolutely 
critical if such phenomena as flame spread and sprinkler spray 
interaction are to be realistically simulated. Time-averaging 
arguments employed by most other field models simply 
cannot be applied to the extremely complicated scenarios 
considered. 

One particular example of the combined use of experi
ment and computation is a research project sponsored by the 
National Fire Protection Research Foundation with financial 
support from interested industrial sponsors. The objective of 
the project is to evaluate the interaction of sprinklers, draft 
curtains (sheets of steel or similar material hung from the ceil
ing of a large enclosure for the purpose of inhibiting smoke 
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spread, which are often used to enhance the performance of 
fue vents), and fire vents in large facilities. At issue is to what 
exten't and under what conditions the combination of sprin
klers with vents and/or draft curtains enhances or dimiiiish'es 
the-performance of the sprinkler system. Experiments �now 
being performed to answer many of the questions. To cbmple
mei'lt the experiments, the NIST Large Eddy Simulation Fire 
Model has been used to help design the large-scale experi
ments that were intended to assess the relative performance of 
the vents and draft curtains under a variety of rack storage 
configurations. The results of the experiments are being used ' 
to assess the accuracy of the model and to suggest improve
ments to the fire-specific submodels. This exercise has greatly 
increased confidence in the model, allowing it to be used to 
expand the test matrix beyond that of the actual experiments, 
which were limited due to cost considerations. ' • · 

Details of many of the fire-specific submodels, such as 
sprinkler spray dynamics and flame spread, will not be 
discussed in the present paper but, rather, the basic hydrody
namic capability of the model, Suffice it to say that the fire and 
the sprinklers serve as source-terms in the fundamental equa
tions. The tiility of the model to predict the transport of �moke 
and hot·g'ases from a fire is of importance here. To quantita
tively ass�ss the performance ofthe model, the results of simu
lations have been compared with'' experiments. These 
experiments range from , measun�ments of velocities and 
temperatures within an isolated fife plume to scenarios inyol v
ing the burning of racked commodities, sprinkler sprays, roof 
vents, and draft curtains. 

MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

Consider a thermally expandable ideal gas driven ·py a· 
prescribed heat source. The equations of motion governing the 
fluid flow are written in a form suitable for low rriach nlit:tltier 
applications (Rehm and Baum 1978). Sometimes this form df'1 
the equations.is refen;ed to as "weakly com�ressible." Ttie : 
most impor�t feature of these equations is that in the energy

.·' 

and state equations the .�patially and temporally varying pres
sure is replaced by ap. iiverage pr:essure, p0, that aepends only 
on time. This is done to filter:out acoustic waves. The effi
ciency of the. nrtmerical solutiq� of the equations is drrurlati� 
cally increast;d bY..thi1p1pprmdmation. ' ' . i 

In \he equations to follo-.y, an hmbol� haye tl).eir usµal 
flpid, dynamical, meaning':. p is the density/; ;hi tlie· 'veloCity 
vector co the.;vorticity, p· the pressure, g'th gravity vector, c� 
the 'C6nstant-pressw;e speqific heat, r ·th� �emper'atuie; k tl)e ; 
thermal conductivity, t �e time, t?,. the:pres·cribedivolumetr,ic : 
heat release, 9t the•gas constant et)uatto ¢6'difference of the 
specific heats.9t = cp-cv, and cr the st�dlttd stress<t&ns�r 
for compressible fluids. 
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f!o(t) = p9tT 
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(4) 

The divcl'gence of theflow V · u is a very important quan
tity in the analysis to follow, and it is readily found by combin
ing Equations 1 and 3 and by using the equation of state 4. 

.., 1 dpo y� 1 " ., .. ., 
p0v·u+--= (q+v·kvT) 

·' "( dt . "( •!. 

where "( = c / cv . Integrating Equation 5 over the entire 
domain n yields a consistency condition for the background 
pressure p0(t). 

I : 'J �- :;1 : • 

f 
v dp0 1=..!(J· . 

f 
' ) Po u·dS+- -d = qdV+ kVT·dS an y / y n an (6) 

where Vis the volume of the enclosure. The background pres
sure can be expressed in terms of a background temperature 
T0(t) and density p0(t). 

(7) 

These spatially averaged quantities play the same role 
that ambient conditions do in the Boussinesq approximation. 
Perturbations to each are represented by the re1�tions 

i' . . 

T.= T0(t)(l.+,1') ; p=p0(t)(I+p). (8) 

The perturbation'vhlues are thus simply related. . 
:•;'. .:Y" 

-
(l+T)(l+p)=l (9) 

Defining T0 and p-0 through the adiabatic process, 

, .
. 

'I 
Po = (.�o�111 • • 

P� \p,,) 
(10) 

allows the energy equation to be expressed in terms of the 
perturbation temperature Tand the divergence. ( .� (, 

(11) 

Tho-background pressu�e is.found from"Equaiion 61 1 ·1: ir 

• iJ.n the momentum �quatlon, the pressure is compos"edi of• 
three components, the background p0(t), the hydrost·at1c, a"bd 
a perturbation to the hydro tatic p . :. ::> ''. "·.. ' • • '1 

• !.. ' �i-.�;_: ,;.. 1 211, . 

• .  , ,, P.(r;,t)·,-::= p(J(t� 7.p0{t)gz +,p(r ,t) .. , \! .. ; . '(:12) 
":· i.;_ ·, .. .. • .. 1�·, -::iH v ; '(J .. ,. .:.: ' ";,·.·! 

wlwr11.f,� d?-9'tri;ti�pl spa_tial compoll,e11t_. ,Aft�r sulWiiC�J,l.&. off 
the hydro��'!-�c.wessure gradien�. from, Bq\Jation 2 and,, then 
diyJdip�,b,Y the djtn�ity,.th�.!.!quttti?n be�omes, .. , 

.
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To simplify this equation further, the density in the pres
sure term is assumed ambient, and then the term lui2/2 is 
combined with the perturbation pressure p I p0 and written as 
a total pressure, Je. This approximation assumes that the buoy
ancy-generate4 part of the vorticity field is much)arger than 
the baroclinic part that is generated by the no�a\ignment of 
perturbation pressure and density gradients. This is not a good 
approximation at the small scales where the actual combustion 
heat release talces place. Howevei;, at the resolvable scales, this 
is nothing more th�· the assumption that these are buoyancy
dorninated flows. The reason for neglecting the baroclinic 
term is so that a Poisson equation can be solved for the total 
pressure. .. .. ,1, 

The treatment of subgrid scale mixing follows very 
closely the analysis of Smagorinsky (1963). The stress tensor 
a in Equation 13 is replaced by the Reynolds stress tensor 't 

whose components are written in the form 

1(au; au.) S - - -+:::l 
ij - 2 a · a Xj X; 

1 

where C8 is talcen as 0.21, � = (�x Sy �d, and 

.. 
There have been numerous refinements of the original 

Smagorinsky model (Deardorff 1972; Germano et al. 1991; 
Lilly 1992), but it  is difficult to assess the improvements 
offered by these ne�er schemes: There are t�o reasons for 
this. First, the structure of the fire plume is so doininated by the 
large-scale, resolvable eddies that even a constant eddy 
viscosity gives results almost identical with those obtained 
here (Baum et al. 1996). Second, the lack ofpreeision in most; 
large-scale fire data malces it difficult to sort out the subtleties 
associated with these models. For the time being, the Smago
rinsky model with the given C8 produces satisfactory results 
for most large-scale applications where bsmndary layers are 
not important. 

, . ,; · 
.. ,'.� 

The fire itself ,is represented by introducing a large 
number of Lagrangian elements that release heat as they are 
convected about by t!ie thenn�lly-·induced motion: Since the 
fluid motion determiries where the heat is actually ·released, 
and the heat r�le�se determines the motion; the· large-scale 
features �f the coµpling between the fue .and the smoke trans� 
port ·are.f.etained. Jt should be notCa, however, that the�heat 
reiease' rate is not predicted but.is an input parameter.'in tlie 
computer programs implementing this model. The i;'m61Ce 'i� 
simlllated by tracking the convected. element§ after. the fuel f l � - j • w • • 
burnout is completed. A fraction of 'the fuel consumed is 
as�ume�'ro·�e conve'hed to'. smok� particuJ�it�) me fr;i.ctj.J>.n of'. 
�� fuel '.th�t 'is converte'd to snio�e P.atti.cul�tJ:· oftlbtimes 
called the "smoke'yiCM?':i oot�ed from'rfieasurement�'of 
C02, CO, and pa+ticulate in a. sample of th!! smoke. rt is 
assiJined that the carbon in the fueJ ultimat(5iy is•convertcii to 
one of these three products; thus7 th� ratio of particulate t� the 
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gases can be used to determine the smoke yield.) Tb_us, a 
k:J}����dge of the spatial distribution of the Lagr_angian 
elyme�t. is �quivalent to a specification of the smoke,paxtic.
ulatt< d�nsity ,,at any instant of time. This ,thermal eleme:pt 
model, which represents the combustion heat release as a l�ge 
number of point sources convected by the resolvable flew 
field, is,,in f'!Ct, a simple combustion model in its own right. 
It is consistent . with more detailed combustion theories 
currently in use, and' it permits the use of experimental data 
from fire experiments in a way that does not violate the conse
quences of, those theories. A more detailed discussion of this 
model gan be founo in Bawn et al. ('1996). • 

Co�vective heat transfer to hlls is accounted for by 
assu�hg a -free convection heat transfer coefficient of the 
form 

1 
3 h = C(�T) (14) 
I _;, 

where the constant C varies depending on the, orientation of 
the surface. In special cases, wher� the compUt!).�PJ.l� grid is , 
sufficiently . resolved, in the, neighborhood of ,a, wall, the 
convective �eat transtr,�. cart'.be computed ·directly. Ho�ever, 
for most practical applications, the empirical expression for 
heat transfer.is used.· ·· 

In summary, the equations that are solved numerically are 
the energy equation-(ll)fthe momentum·equation (13), and a 

Poisson equation for' the total pressure, obtained by taking the 
divergence of Equation 13. This linear elliptic equation is 
solved with the use of an FFT-based �irect solver. The back
ground pressure, temperature, and' density are found from 
Equations 6, 7, and 1 O. Each of the conservation equations 
em?.tw.f �es the importance of the divergence and vorticity 
fields as. well as the close relationship between the thermally ' 
exgandable flui,d equations (Rehm and Baum 1978) and the 
Boussinesq equations for which the aUth()rS have developed 
hi&,�ly effic� nnolution procedutes .(McGrattan e'� al; 1994; 
Baum et al. 19_.94). These are ap_pl,ie�.direc�ly to the equations 
presen,ted hercr wilh tpinor modifications andtno loss inperfor
manc�. '<Th� onl.y £b:anges frc:>P1 earlier methodology are a 
return to a uniform rectangular grid with blocks of cells 
ma�ked to sim.�te i�t�rnaj bpundaries:and the µse:of a:;econd 
order1 •. R1Jnge�I\.,utta,: schem� tq :advance the .Velocity. and 
temP.eratw;e ti.el9s WJti'me,. The spee(\ and ;!).ccnracy of this 
technique �n.ilg}.e 11f�lc,µlati6n�· on current generatio'n wor�ta
tions Jhat inv9J .. Yii'.Jl!Pi"e tbari a: iriilliop cdmputational,cells. 
yielding the spa,tia) Jang1;:·�f two�oiders.Jlf magrutude for a 
three,,dimensipn� c·iiculation: ' ' '• \ 

' 'c ' : 
' ' 

ISOLATED FIRE PLUME 

, ' The most obvio�s test of the numerical model is to 
compute a buoyant plume' from a fire. The fire plume is the 
single most important object of studY. in fire science. It 
pr'ovides the radiant energy source thp.t g�nerates th� gasified 
fuel from the condensed phase needed to sustain the fire. It 
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also serves as the heat pump that both entrains air into the 
active combustion zone and then circulates the combustion 
products through the surrounding enclosure. It is the latter role 
that is of interest here. Although the central role of the fire 
plume has been recognized for some time, there is still ;much 
uncertainty about the plume structure. Indeed, Zukoski (1994) 
gives a recent summary of the state of knowledge of mass 
entrainment into isolated fire plumes. There is clearly no 
consensus on any simple formula or graphical correlation for 
this most basic of plume quantities. Much of this uncertainty 
arises from the experimental and conceptual difficulty associ
ated with determining the outer plume boundi.µy. McCaffrey 
(1979) developed centerline mean velocity and temperature 
correlations that are consistent with a large body of experi
mental data (Baum and McCaffrey 1989). 

To perform a computational study of an isolated fire 
plume, the minimum length scale that must be resolved is the 
plume structure scale. 

(15) 

D* is roughly comparable to the plume diameter neat the 
base. It involves the heat release rate Q directly and can be 
seen both in the dimensionless form of McCaffrey's plume 
correlations and by considering the dimensionless form of the 
Navier-Stokes equations for this problem. In fact, if the eq':la
tions discussed above are made nondimensional with D* as 
length scale, /iii* as velocity scale, J ( D* I g) as time scale, 
and T0 as temperature, all the physical constants disappear 
from the inviscid terms in the equations. Only Reynolds and 
Prandtl numbers appear in the viscous stress and heat conduc
tion terms. 

In order to simulate the convective mixing of the fire plurtj.e, 
the grid spacing should be about 0.1 D* or less. Figure 1 shows 
an instantaneous snapshot of three temperature contours 
obtained from a 96 x 96 x 96 cell simulation. The contours 
correspond to the boundaries of the continuous flame, inter-

Figure 1 Instantaneous snapshot of a pool fire 
simulation performed on a 96 x 96 x 96 grid. 
The contours correspond roughly to the 
boundaries of the continuous flame, 
intermittent region, and plume. The square 
burner is of length D* with the height of the 
computational domain rising to about 12 D*. 

mittent flame, and plume zones as defined by Ba,um and aged flow is symmetric and in excellent agreement with the 
McCaffrey (1989). Note that the image is an ins�taneous 

1. • correlations. The major deviations are at the bottom of the 
snapshot of the fire and that time averages of the output of this 

· plume, where the thermal elements are turned on instanta-kind of simulation must be produced in order to make quan-
titative comparison with most experimental data. Indeed, it is neously without any preheat as they leave the pool surface. 

the fact that the results of the simulation can be averaged in a Otherwise,. the boundaries of the computational domain are 
routine way while the equations of fluid mechanics cannot that open. At these open boundaries, the perturbation pressure is 
is the basis of the whole approach presented here. assumed zero. This is a reasonable approximation at the side 

On the left of Figure 2 are the instantaneous vertical boundaries but less so at the top. Various strategies have been 
centerline velocity and temperature profiles superimposed on explored to properly set the conditions at the top, but in most 
the steady-state correlation of McCaffrey (circles). The oscil- instances, there is usually a solid ceiling or a hood drawing the 
lations are primarily due to the large toroidal vortices gener- · · ' 

combusti.on products up at some specified flow rate. Figure 3 
ated at regular intervals at the base of the.fire, which tllen rise ' . 'shows' the corresponding ·radial dependence of the vertical asymmetrically. Note that the fl6w is. not ev.en;remotely axially ' ·· · · velocity ahi:rt�tnperanir.e at heights of zl D* = 2.8 (intermittent symmetric and the centerline is defined only by the geometry 
of the pool at the base of the plµme.'.The right sj�,of,Figure1,, r.egion) and,.i;:/D* = 5} ,(p}qn,ie :.re��on). The results..,9f the 
2 shows �ith!i!· .corresponding time--averaged quantities, (solid< . simulation are.c,o,mpwed with Gaussian profiles that incoJ1lO
lines) and McCaffrey's centerline correlations. T,be time-aver-.. rate the haJf,._widths obtained from McCaffrey'sicorrelations. 
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Figure 2 Instantaneous (left) and time�averaged (right) centerline velocity and temperature profiles for the pool fire 
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APPLICATIONS 

� .. . . . fl. ". ,, 
There has been an ongoing debate in the fire protection· 

engineering community as to the interacti.on between a sprin-'·.-.
kler system and roof vents and draft curtains. This.has led to 
a renewed effort by the National Fire Protection A��ociation' 
Research Foundation and a group of io�rested industrial 
sponsors to conduct large-scale experiments of fires iii' a ware
house setting. In 1997, heptane spray buni�r and;:racked 
commodity fire experiments were ·conducted at the Large Fife 
Test Facility at Underwriters Laboratories in Northbrook, Illi
nois. The results of both the heptane spray burner and the 
commodity fires·\vill be released in the spring of 1 998. The 
purpose of this paper is not to descnpe these results in detail 
but rather to demonstrate how thtl' numeric;il model was used 

(16) 

where T1 is the link temperature, Tg is the gas temperature in 
the neighborhood of the link, Tm is tJ;ie temperature of the 
sprinkler amount, and u is the gas velocity. The _thermal sensi
tivity of the defocttir is indicated by the value of the Response 
TilJle Index, or RTL The heat lost to the mount due to conduc
tion.is characterized by the C-Factor, C. A small wind tunnel 
or plunge oven is us�d to determine both of these parameters 
by creating _ _ an ellyironment i:n which the air �eJocity and 
temperature, phis the mount temperature, are held at constant 
values. ·. • 

,··,,, 
, Calculations. were perlonned to predict the outcome of r( " • •  

the-..heptane.spray burner tests. Depending on how.much of the in the analysis of the experiments. 
· ,:' test space was simulated, the calculations required grids rang-

The main te,st �ea in the new UL fire test facility consists ing from ·several hundred thousand to about a million compu-
of a 120 ft by 120 � by 50 ft high enclosure, exhausted from :Ulltional. elements. Typica:Ily, the area beneath the movable 
above by a 60,000 cfrn smoke duct and replenished by four ceiling was modeled. The side boundaries of the domain were 
makeup air duct at floor level. Within this space is a 100 ft by thus. ·O en, and it was assumed that the pressure there was 
100 ft movable ceiling in which 4 ft by 8 ft vents we�ips.talled . ambfo.nt. The CPUhme required to advance a one million cell 
among a permanent array of &prinklers, spaced IO ft apart on � .. . ' simu�ation one time tep is about 10 seconds on an RISC/6000 
a rectangular grid. Th� flow raie from each sprinkler was set .: workstation."fypically, a time tep is about one thirtieth of a 
to 50 gpm. The ceiling was raised to a height of 25 ft and second. Figure 4 presents a typical result from one of the tests, 
instrumented with 0.0625 in. diameter inconel sheathed type in which the sprinkler activation times from the experiment 
K thermocouples at eacll sprinkler location, thermocouple are compared with those from the numerical model. A more 
trees at each fire location·, and thermocouples and pressure detailed comparison can be found in Figure 5, where the gas 
transducers above and below the vents. The ceiling was temperatures near the sprinklers are presented. In all of the 
constructed of 2 ft by 4 ft by 5/8 in. thick fire-rated ceiling tiles. calculations, the numerical model predicted the activation of 
Draft curtains 6 ft deep were installed for some of the tests, the first four sprinklers surrounding the fire to within about 5 
enclosing areas of about 5,000 ft2. The curtains were made of or lOseconds. For the next row of sprinklers, the model tended 
18 gauge sheet metal. to underpredict the activation times by 15 to 30 seconds, on 

average. This difference probably is due to the uncertainty in 
The advantage of performing heptane spray burner exper- the droplet size distribution. The calculations were performed 

iments is that they are relatively inexpensive and well assuming an average droplet diameter of 2 mm. ,The smaller 
controlled. The heptane spray burner consisted of a 40 in. by droplets that are responsible for much of the cooling may not 
40 in. square of 0.5 in. pipe supported by cinder blOcks. The hav� been accounted for. Numerical runs were performed with 
heptane was ejected through atomizing spray nozzles d�strib�. both overes_timates and undereiitimates of dropl¢t sizes, and 
uted around th·e square, and the heat,. release, rat� froni the the tempe_!atures downstream of activated sprinklers changed 
resulting fire could be increased to ab<'.lut 10 MW. In all, 34. ' significantly. The true answer lies somewhere in between, and 
experiments were conducted with heptane burners. The results efforts are still being made to more accurately measure the 
of these experiments were µsed to inv,estigate the performance droplet sizes. The thermocouple data,. compared with the 
of the vrurious fire protecti.on ystems and '31so to check lthe • 'numerical dafa pointi'(;ai just bow sen�.i��e the activation 
predktive capability of the num ki:c'aJ.model•because the heat· ·11times a,;.e toit�mpi;rature changes of just .. 5 qr o degrees. 
release rate was well chaq1.cterizetI. � '' ' 1 •. • 

, ,1. j :.•. ·" • • , .· .. , . Ip addition to the heptane spray burner experiments, five 
The most obvious check of the numerical model is how experim�Q.t� were performed iti..which,racks of cartoned plas

well it predicts sprinkler activation times. Actually, the solu
tion of the fluiq equations only predicts the temperature and 
velocity of the hot gases near the sprinkler at any given time. 
In reality, activation is achieved when a small heat-sensitive 
link reaches a certain threshold temperature and releases the 
water. The solid phase conduction is not modeled directly but 
rather by solving a simple equation for the link temperature. 
The link temperature is estimated from the differential equa
tion presented by Heskestad and Bill (1987), 

6 

tic cups were b�ed in the same test area as the heptane fires. 
A standard plastic test commodity served as the fuel for these 
tests. The plastic commodity consists of rigid crystalline poly
styrene jars (empty, 16-oz. size) packaged in compartmented, 
single-wall, corrugated paper cartons. Jars are arranged in five 
layers, 25 per layer, for a total of 125 per carton. Eight 21 in. 
cube cartons, arranged 2 x 2 x 2, compose a pallet load. Two
way, 42 in. x 42 in. x 5 in. slatted deck hardwood pallets 
support the loads. A pallet load weighs approximately 170 lb, 
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to measure the smoke temperature. 1• 
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of which about 36% is plastic, 35% is wood, and 29% is col!V::..' Simulation_s of �� _pJas.ti�. corn oclity experiments are 
gated paper (Troup 1994). The rack configuration w:as muc]l �ere,difficult:to perform because of the inclusion of 
designed to replicate typical storage situations found ,hnt��: cdmplex ,r>benpmena governing the fire growth, flame spread , 

house-type retail stores. Each storage array consi }�d of ·a .. sptjnkler',sp�ay dynamics, and
. 
cx�ngui hment. Tab!e l lists 

main (ignition) double-row rack at the center, fl�e�'1:>� tWD. "I"' some of the:.ll!-?Ut p�ameters requtred by -the �umencal code 
·d b t · 1 t'O �"'" ts· Th .. • . ' ,. · ,,\ · e ., t d .� tO perform. a s1mulanon. Most of these :values were measured s1 es y wo smg e« ... w "'"'ge . ,fi row ... were s. para e ...,,y . _,, . , . ' . 

8 f 'd · 1 Th.· _. ·' d · bl • i,.} •• h ·,. · :t.·· 'f m•qenCb scale-experiments. Wherever possible he numencal t w1 ems es. e mam <hi e-.row. rac� �ac cons1�teo o .!i.· d 1 ak f . fi . ...:. � ·" !I tha. b . . . , , • - . · .. "1 (. '• : . : •· ., UIO em es·useo lll_ ormat:J.opor u1easuremeats t can e 
four 8 ft long 

_
b . ys;

_
· � fr 1n.. �\J.e �t?Pa_r�r�? .�c r?w8:·�ng��dl...l'�/: e'.asilY. obtain�d fro ·;m-all-scale' experirnen.ts:"'1'he intent of 

nal flues of 8 1�''..wete1.1�ed 'to sep�a�dlie P.allets '*1tlnn a W�· _ 'the modeling · s not o predict e:verything from first principles 
The ov

_
erall I a�e?. az:ea· of the d�l.i �le-ro\\j�·�ll��'�!11e�s�9i · bu�:rather tO: fOJllbin the results of1i�ctable experiments to 

app�ox1m�tely 7.� ft _wideJC.33;.ft long.,The ra:c� · �,er.'? ��-?�� ,!/�predi�� th'e 'res':1tsff e�yerim�pts:.that �re difficult and costly 
vertically mto four uers, the overalt..l oadcd heigh w s. llhft ' .'. to perform. ' > • • "'-• .- � .. .- , #: � 

A similar configuration was used in a series of burns docu- ln addition to the input parameters Hsted in Table l, the 
mented by Troup (1994). ..., · �· nu.nl'eriCaf &igoritlim ·cOntairis\ iogic' tbat�'llictates bbw water 
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TABLE 1 

Required Input Parameters for 

an Industrial Fire Simulation
· 

Category Parameter Value 

Geometry Overall Dimensions 30.5 m x·3o.5 m x 8.2 m 

Boxes/Pallet Dimensions 1 . 1  m x 1 . 1  m x 1 .2 m 
Numerical Grid Dimensions - 144 x 144 x 40 -

Cell Size 0.21 m x 0.21 m x 0.21 th 
Fuel Ignition Temperature 370°C j 

Lumped Thermal 1000 J/(m2·K) I '  
Capacitance " 

Heat Release Rate 500 kW/m2 
Per Unit Area I 

Energy Content � -•·e- ; 500 MJ/m3 -

Per Unit Volume 

Radiative Fraction 0.45 
Sprinkler Response Time Index (RTI) 1 14 (m·s)112 . 

C"Factor (Eq. 16) 0.8 (m/s)112 

Activation Temperature 74°C 
Flow Rate 189 L/min. (50 gpm) 

Spray Angle ., 5° - 80° ' ,, 

Initial Droplet Velocity 8 m/s 

Droplet piameter Range,. . 100 µm - 2000 µm 

Sprinkler Spacing 3 m 'x 3 m (10 ft )(.lQ ft) 
.. - - .. . *Note !hot the term lumped thermo! capacnonce is used to denote th.�.product of- the 

density, specific heat, and thickness of cardboard boxes containing the plastic clip$. 
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_ dro�����.: will behave when they en�_ounter rut obstacle, how 
heat is transferred from the water to the fuel, how the droplets 
1cool the hot gases, and so on. A detailed description of all of . ., the physical processes that are modeled is beyond the scope of 
this paper. At 'issue here is how the numerical model can be 

\ 
used to analyze' fire experiments. An interesting case to exam
ine with the numerical model was an experiment where the fire 
was ignited directly beneath a vent, but the vent failed to open 
due to-the wetting of its automatic fusing mechanism. What if 
it had? Unfortunately, there was not enough· money in the 
project budget to repeat the test. Instead, a calculation was 
performed where the vent was allowed to open when its 
fusible link reached its design temperattire. Figure 6 presents 
a snapshot of the simulation. The calculation predicted that the 

,Yentshould have opened, 92 seconds after ignition of the fire, 
lfo):lowed a seqond later ,by the first sprinkler and 20 seconds 
· later by the second sprinkler. Another calculation was 
performed in which the vent was assumed to open 40 seconds 
after ignition. This case W!lS intended to address the strategy 
of opening· vents as quid'kiy as possib1� by means of either a 
low-temperature fusible link or smoke detector. In this case, 
the first sprinkler did not activate until 2:09. A third version of 
the exp_eriment was simulated in which the vent was held 
closeg, \vhich was, in fact',, the unanticipated result of the 
actual experiment. In , this case, the first sprinkler activated 
after 93 seconds, followed 2 seconds later by the second sprin
kler. fi�re 7 presents the heat reJease rate for the simulations 
of'thecthree versi'.ons of the expenment. Given the very rapid 
growth of the fire during this period, it is no surprise that the 
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Figure 7 Heat release rates for three similar simulations of a plastic commodity fire experiment in which the ignition 
location is directly beneath a roof vent. The curves represent scenarios where the vent is opened manually 
40 seconds after ignition, automatically 92 seconds after ignition, and not opened at all. 

heat release rate grows to about 7 MW in the case where the 
vent is opened early. The case where the vent opened auto
matically at 92 seconds shows a higher heat release rate than 
the case where the vent was held closed. This is due to the fact 
that the second sprinkler in the former case was delayed 20 
seconds by the opening of the vent. 

CONCLUSION 

These examples illustrate the usefulness of the numerical 
model. The types of fire experiments described can cost tens 
of thousands of dollars each. Given the range of parameters 
that need to be examined in a given test series, the numerical 
model can provide a very cost-efficient means of simulating 
experiments. Although modeling will probably never elimi
nate the need for large-scale testing, it can be used to reduce 
its cost by expanding on the limited results obtained from a 
small number of experiments. Using computations to plan 
experiments decreases the number of tests necessary because 
they can isolate those configurations that best demonstrate the 
effectiveness of a particular method or device. As a post
experiment analytical tool, the simulations can be used to 
disting\iish the various phenomena at work in a given fire 
scenario. The numerical model is particularly useful in this 
regard because it eliminates much of the variability that is seen 
in real fire experiments. When two calculations are performed 
in which orlly one_parameter is changed, the difference in 
outcomes can safely be attributed to that paraineter. However, 
when two large-scale fire tests are performed with the same 
parameter changed, it is never certain that the difference in 
results can be attributed to that parameter. Usually, a number 

1 0  

of replicate tests need to be  performed, driving the cost of test
ing still higher. 
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